BRAINPOWER

See what’s possible with an
ENTIRELY NEW KIND OF
CONTACT LENS.
• Is reading a menu a struggle, especially
in low light?
• Find yourself squinting at your cell phone?
• Having trouble seeing your computer?
• Constantly putting on and taking off
reading glasses?
• Not seeing as clearly up close?

You may have presbyopia, a common
condition that causes blurry near and
intermediate vision.
Presbyopia eventually affects everyone.
Typically, people first notice changes in their
vision between ages 40 and 50. They can’t
see as clearly up close and have to hold
reading material at arm’s length. Fortunately,
you can continue to enjoy clear vision at every
distance—without reading glasses.

Based on the Science
OF THE BRAIN.

Put your frustration
BEHIND YOU.

NaturalVue® Multifocal 1 Day Contact
Lenses feature innovative Neurofocus Optics.®
This advanced technology works naturally with
the brain to automatically focus your eyes—for
clear vision near, far and everywhere in between.

• Have you tried contact lenses for presbyopia,
called multifocal lenses, yet still had to use
reading glasses to see clearly?

Superior Vision for
EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES
In a clinical study, people with presbyopia gave
higher ratings to NaturalVue Multifocal for vision
in everyday situations vs. their current correction.

Participating
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Reading Very
Small Print
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Computer

Using a
Cell Phone

Reading
Signs

Driving
at Night

• Unhappy or frustrated with your current
multifocal lenses?
• Still having trouble seeing up close or at
other distances?
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%

You’re not alone!
85% of multifocal contact lens wearers
experience compromised vision.2

The innovative technology behind NaturalVue®
Multifocals allows wearers to see clearly at
all distances with little compromise.1

Put the hassles of traditional multifocal Contact
Lenses and “readers” behind you. NaturalVue®
Multifocal Contact Lens wearers can perform
92% of daily activities without reading glasses,
even in low light.1

